The course will critically examine Hegel’s *Philosophy of Right* in its entirety.

*All academic work must meet the standards contained in “A Culture of Honesty.” All students are responsible to inform themselves about those standards before performing any academic work.*

**REQUIRED READINGS**


**SYLLABUS** (subject to change)

1/8 T Introduction; *Philosophy of Right* (Preface 9-23)

1/10 TH *The Just State* (15-52); *Philosophy of Mind* (#385-386)

1/15 T *Philosophy of Mind* (#469-482); *Philosophy of Right* (#1-21, pp. 25-53)

1/17 TH *The Just State* (52-64); *Philosophy of Mind* (#483-487); *Philosophy of Right* (#22-40, pp. 53-72)

1/22 T *Philosophy of Mind* (#488-492); *Philosophy of Right* (#41-64, pp. 73-94); *Law in Civil Society* (35-45)
1/24 TH Philosophy of Mind (#493-495); Philosophy of Right (#65-81, pp. 95-114)
1/29 T Philosophy of Mind (#496-502); Philosophy of Right (#82-104, pp. 115-132); Law in Civil Society (45-52)
1/31 TH Philosophy of Mind (#503-506); Philosophy of Right (#105-118, pp. 135-146); Law in Civil Society (54-59)
2/5 T Philosophy of Mind (#507-510); Philosophy of Right (#119-135, pp. 147-163)
2/7 TH Philosophy of Mind (#511-512); Philosophy of Right (#136-141, pp. 163-186)
2/12 T Philosophy of Mind (#513-517); Philosophy of Right (#142-160, pp. 189-200); Law in Civil Society (59-64); The Just Family (1-32)
2/14 TH Philosophy of Mind (#518-520); Philosophy of Right (#161-172, pp. 200-210); The Just Family (39-46, 50-61, 63-107)
2/19 T Philosophy of Mind (#521-522); Philosophy of Right (#173-180, pp. 210-218); The Just Family (109-130, 131-163)
2/21 TH Philosophy of Mind (#523); Philosophy of Right (#181-188, pp. 219-226); Law in Civil Society (64-68); The Just Family (165-175, 191-204); The Just Economy (87-101)
2/26 T Philosophy of Mind (#524-528); Philosophy of Right (#189-208, pp. 227-239); The Just Economy (102-141)
2/28 TH Philosophy of Mind (#529-532); Philosophy of Right (#209-218, pp. 240-251) 229, pp. 240-259); Law in Civil Society (71-101)
3/5 T Philosophy of Right (#219-229, pp. 251-259); Law in Civil Society (116-155)
3/7 TH Philosophy of Mind (#533-534); Philosophy of Right (#230-249, pp. 259-270); The Just Economy (157-168, 183-205, 210-229)
3/12 T SPRING BREAK
3/14 TH SPRING BREAK
3/19 T Philosophy of Right (#250-256, pp. 270-274); The Just Economy (142-156, 169-182)
3/21 TH Philosophy of Mind (#535-541); Philosophy of Right (#257-270, pp. 275-291); The Just State (65-67, 73-111)
3/26 T Philosophy of Mind (#542); Philosophy of Right (#270-274, pp. 291-313); The Just State (111-119, 125-149)
3/28 TH Philosophy of Right (#275-286, pp. 313-328); The Just State (155-177, 299-307, 312-322, 324-328)
4/2 T Philosophy of Mind (#543); Philosophy of Right (#287-297, pp. 328-336); The Just State (333-360)
4/4 TH Philosophy of Mind (#544); Philosophy of Right (#298-307, pp. 336-346); The Just State (199-219)
4/9 T Philosophy of Right (#308-314, pp. 346-352); The Just State (220-248)
4/11 TH Philosophy of Right (#315-320, pp. 352-359); The Just State (262-281)
4/16 T Philosophy of Mind (#545-546); Philosophy of Right (#321-329, pp. 359-366); The Just State (79-85, 389-395)
4/18 TH Philosophy of Mind (#547); Philosophy of Right (#330-340, pp. 366-371); The Just State (395-413)
4/23 T Philosophy of Mind (#548-551); Philosophy of Right (#341-360, pp. 372-380)
4/25 TH CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS

ESSAY ASSIGNMENTS
Essay #1 (Due 2/12; 25% of final grade)
Essay #2 (Due 3/26; 25% of final grade)
Final Term Paper (Due Tuesday, 5/2; 50% of final grade)